NJIT TAB Collaborates with EPA Region 2, NJDEP, NJEDA, and NJBAC to Resurrect the NJ Brownfields Interagency Working Group

NJIT TAB collaborated with EPA Region 2, NJDEP, NJEDA, and NJBAC to resurrect the NJ Brownfields Interagency Working Group.

NJIT TAB scheduled and facilitated planning meetings with representatives from EPA R2, NJDEP, NJEDA, and NJBAC and revised/updated the master list of federal, state, and regional agency representatives.

The first NJ IAWG event was the Partner’s Workshop, held on May 12th. This event brought together representatives from approximately 30 Federal, state, and regional entities. NJIT TAB determined the date, agenda, and speakers for the NJ Brownfields IAWG Partners Workshop; created the meeting invitation and distributed them to the Partners; met with the representative from the City of Paterson and provided him guidance on his presentation for the Partners Workshop; conducted a presentation at the NJ IAWG Partner’s Workshop; and hosted the workshop on NJIT’s Webex platform.

The second NJ IAWG event was the NJ IAWG Brownfields Collaborative Forum held on July 12th. This was an interactive event that provided a platform for two municipalities to present their brownfield project challenges to representatives from approximately 30 Federal, state, and regional entities who provided valuable feedback and guidance.

NJIT TAB developed the agenda; secured the venue (for in-person) and set up the Webex platform for those attending remotely; created and sent meeting invitations and attached project descriptions; facilitated the event; and sent post event emails with event recording and PowerPoint presentations.

NJIT TAB also provided guidance to the Borough of Flemington and Millstone Borough for the preparation of their presentations at the NJ IAWG Brownfields Collaborative Forum.